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Primate evolution has been accompanied by complex reorganizations in brain anatomy and function. Little is known, however, about the
relationship between anatomical and functional changes induced through primate evolution. Using functional magnetic resonance
imaging, we assessed spatial and temporal correspondences of cortical networks in humans and monkeys. We provided evidence for
topologically and functionally correspondent networks in sensory-motor and attention regions.More specifically, we revealed a possible
monkey equivalent of the human ventral attention network. For other human networks, such as the language and the default-mode
networks, we detected topological correspondent networks in the monkey, but with different functional signatures. Furthermore, we
observed two lateralized human frontoparietal networks in the cortical regions displaying the greatest evolutionary expansion, having
neither topological nor functionalmonkey correspondents. This findingmay indicate that these two human networks are evolutionarily
novel. Thus, our findings confirm the existence of networks where evolution has conserved both topology and function but also suggest
that functions of structurally preserved networks can diverge over time and that novel, hence human-specific networks, have emerged
during human evolution.
Introduction
Humans are characterized by specific cognitive skills, related to
intelligence and their ability to manipulate the environment,
which distinguish them from all other primates. In searching for
correlates of these human-specific abilities, numerous studies
have investigated evolution-driven changes in the primate brain.
A fascinating, but yet to be answered question is whether human-
specific cognitive abilities emerged from evolutionarily novel
human-specific cortical networks. Here we used functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI) in awake monkeys to address
this question.
Comparative analyses from several species suggest that an in-
crease in brain size during evolution is accompanied by changes
in relative size of cortical regions, and modifications in micro-
structure and connections (Krubitzer, 2007; Sherwood et al.,
2008; Allman et al., 2010; Kaas, 2012). Notably, not all brain
regions are equally affected by such evolution-driven changes.
For instance, the degree of cortical surface expansion in hu-
mans (Rakic, 1995) is topologically inhomogeneous, and
much more pronounced in associative than in sensory-motor
regions (Van Essen and Dierker, 2007). Accordingly, large
local increases in the cortical sheet size might account for the
development of novel networks in humans, most likely those
devoted to novel cognitive abilities (Van Essen and Dierker,
2007; Van Essen et al., 2012).
Hypothetically, one alternative possibility is that this “novel”
anatomical territory contains existing cortical networks that sim-
ply expanded during evolution. If so, the emergence of novel
functions must be related to the functional redeployment of
pre-existing brain circuitry during evolution (Anderson,
2010; Fitch, 2011). Functional redeployment, however, may
take place not only in cortex with a significantly increased
surface area, but in structurally conserved cortex as well. Fi-
nally, one should also consider that existing functions may
reside in stable, structurally relatively unchanged networks, or
may have shifted to pre-existing networks that do not corre-
spond topologically (Mantini et al., 2012b). These possible
scenarios for evolution-driven cerebral reorganizations may
not be mutually exclusive. Little experimental evidence is cur-
rently available, which would allow us to distinguish between
cortical networks that are evolutionarily novel, functionally
redeployed, or evolutionarily conserved.
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Our intent was to examine towhich degree andwhich cortical
networks may have undergone evolution-driven reorganiza-
tion. Therefore, we collected fMRI data and applied an analytical
strategy through which we assessed both topological and func-
tional similarities between brain networks in two primate spe-
cies. We performed our analysis in two steps, using resting-
state and natural-vision data collected in macaques and
humans. First, we used independent-component analysis
(ICA) on resting-state data to define networks of brain areas
showing correlated task-independent activity (resting-state
networks, RSNs). After warping the monkey RSNs to human
space, we performed a cluster analysis to establish topological
correspondences between human and monkey RSNs. In a sec-
ond step, we analyzed the functional responses of RSNs in the
two species. To this end, we used natural-vision data, since the
richness and complexity of the sensory stimulation activates
large portions of the cortex (Hasson et al., 2004; Mantini et al.,
2012b). By assessing the similarity in the response profiles of
the RSNs of the two species, we examined which human RSNs
have putative functional correspondents in monkeys.
Materials andMethods
Subjects. Four rhesusmonkeys (Macacamulatta, one female, 4–6 kg, 4–7
years old) and 24 right-handed young, healthy Italian-speaking volun-
teers (15 females, 20–31 years old) participated in the study. Animal care
procedures met all Belgian and European guidelines, and were approved
by the KU Leuven Medical School. Human volunteers were informed
about the experimental procedures and signed a written informed con-
sent. The study design was approved by the local Ethics Committees of
both the KU Leuven and the Chieti University for experiments using
monkeys and humans, respectively. Details on the procedures for the
health and welfare of the animals are described in our previous study
(Mantini et al., 2012b).
Experiments.We conducted two experiments with the monkey and
human subjects, referred to, respectively, as follows: (1) resting state
and (2) natural vision. The resting-state data have not been used in
any prior study. In two earlier studies (Mantini et al., 2012a,b) we
analyzed the monkey and human natural vision fMRI data presented
here, but to address a completely different investigative question,
namely how to compare, across species, large-scale functional net-
works activated by large-scale visual and auditory stimulation. In the
present study, we first identified cortical networks independently of
activations that might be observed during any kind of sensory stim-
ulation. Specifically, we aimed to study the topological similarities of
the so-called RSNs in the two primate species (Fox and Raichle, 2007;
Smith et al., 2009; Hutchison et al., 2011). Next, using the analytical
methods developed by Mantini et al. (2012a,b), we tested whether the
identified RSNs in the two primate species showed similar response
properties during natural vision.
In the resting-state experiment, the participants had to continuously
fixate a point with no visual stimuli present in the background. The
reason for introducing a fixation task into a resting-state paradigm is
because monkeys need to be motivated by rewards to remain as motion-
less as possible during data collection. In the natural-vision experiment,
the subjects watched and listened to 30 min of the Italian version of the
movie “The Good the Bad and the Ugly” directed by Sergio Leone, from
minute 16:48 to minute 46:48. The movie was divided into three clips of
10 min each. The movie clips were presented six times to the monkeys,
and once to the human subjects.
Procedures. Monkeys were first prepared and trained on this fixation
task in amock-up apparatusmimicking theMR scanner (Vanduffel et al.,
2001). Before fMRI scanning, a bolus of microcrystalline iron-oxide
nanoparticles (Sinerem; Guerbet; 6–10 mg/kg) was injected into the
femoral or saphenous vein of the animals to increase the contrast-to-
noise ratio and the spatial selectivity relative to the blood oxygen level-
dependent (BOLD) technique. Inside the MR scanner, monkeys sat in a
sphinx position with their heads fixed to the chair within the horizontal
Figure 1. Method used to identify topologically correspondent RSNs between species. First, the spatial maps of the monkey RSNs were expanded to the human space by means of a landmark-
basedmodel (Van Essen and Dierker, 2007). Cluster analysis was then jointly applied to themonkey and human RSNs, using spatial correlation as a similaritymetric. The similarmonkey and human
RSNs were placed together in the same cluster. Other RSNs that had no correspondent in the other species were fit into single-element clusters.
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Figure 2. Folded cortical maps of the RSNs detected in humans. Each RSN is plotted (threshold at Z 2) over a representative cortical surface in dorsal, lateral, and medial views.
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Figure 3. Folded cortical maps of the RSNs detected in monkeys. Each RSN is plotted (threshold at Z 2) over a representative cortical surface in dorsal, lateral, and medial views.
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bore of the magnet. Human volunteers, in contrast, lay in a supine posi-
tion during BOLD-fMRI scanning. MR-compatible headphones (Con-
fon) with ear-cup pads (Joly et al., 2012) were used to protect subjects’
ears from environmental noise, and to deliver the movie sound during
natural vision. The subjects faced a translucent screen, onto which either
a fixed red targetwith a diameter of 0.3 visual degrees (for resting state) or
the movie “The Good, the Bad and the Ugly” in a window of 24 10.2
visual degrees (for natural vision) was rear projected from an LCD
projector.
Data acquisition. For monkeys, fMRI was performed with a 3 T MR
Siemens Trio scanner in Leuven, Belgium. The monkeys were scanned
using an 8-channel phased array coil with SENSE reconstruction and a
saddle-shaped, radial transmit-only surface coil. The functional images
were collected using a gradient-echoT2*-weighted echo-planar sequence
(40 slices, 84  84 in-plane matrix, TR/TE  2000/19 ms, flip angle 
75°, voxel size 1.25 1.25 1.25 mm3). For each monkey, 20 and 18
scanning runs of 10 min each were performed for resting state and nat-
ural vision, respectively. In addition, high-resolution, T1-weighted ana-
tomical images were collected in separate sessions, to provide the
anatomical reference for the functional scans. Under ketamine-xylazine
anesthesia, an MP-RAGE sequence (TR/TE  2200/4.06, voxel size 
0.5  0.5  0.5 mm3) was used to obtain nine whole-brain volumes,
which were then averaged.
For human subjects, fMRI was performed with a 3 T MR Philips
Achieva scanner in Chieti, Italy. The functional images were obtained
using T2*-weighted echo-planar images (EPI) with BOLD contrast using
SENSE imaging. EPIs comprised 32 axial slices acquired in ascending
order and covering the entire brain (32 slices, 230 230 in-planematrix,
TR/TE  2000/35, flip angle  90°, voxel size  2.875  2.875  3.5
mm3). For each human subject, two and three scanning runs of 10 min’
duration were performed for resting state and natural vision, respec-
tively. Furthermore, a 3D high-resolution T1-weighted image, to be used
for anatomical reference, was collected by means of an MP-RAGE se-
quence (TR/TE 8.1/3.7, voxel size 0.938 0.938 1 mm3) at the
end of the scanning session.
With both monkeys and humans, the eye position was monitored
during fMRI scanning using a pupil-corneal reflection system at 120 Hz
(Iscan). A calibration procedure was performed with the subject in the
MR scanner, and before fMRI.
Eye data analysis. The eye position data (collected with a 120 Hz eye-
tracking system) were converted to visual degrees by a 4-point spatial
projection calibration. For each resting-state run, monkeys were allowed
to fixate within a window of 2  3 visual degrees. For each run, we
defined the fixation rate as the ratio between the time in which the eye
traces were inside the fixation window and the total duration of the run.
We used a paired t test to assess the difference in fixation rates between
the two runs using human subjects. Next, we applied a one-way ANOVA
to assess whether the fixation rate was different across monkeys. Finally,
we used an unpaired t test to assess differences between fixation rates in
monkeys and humans. Results frommonkey and human eye traces dur-
ing the natural vision experiment have been reported in our previous
study (Mantini et al., 2012b).
fMRI preprocessing. fMRI data preprocessing was performed with the
SPM5.0 software package (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm), running un-
derMATLAB (MathWorks). The functional image time series were prepro-
cessed to compensate for slice-dependent time shifts, motion corrected
within and across sessions, and linearly detrended, then coregistered to the
anatomical image, and spatial normalized to atlas space. For the monkey
data, the image template was the 112RM image (http://www.brainmap.
wisc.edu/monkey.html) inmonkey F99 atlas space (http://sumsdb.wustl.
edu/sums/macaquemore.do).Conversely,theMNI152image(http://www.
bic.mni.mcgill.ca/ServicesAtlases/HomePage) from the Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI)was used to define the human atlas space. The
monkey andhuman atlas-transformed fMRI imageswere generated at spa-
tial resolutions of 1 and 3 mm isotropic, respectively. Finally, they were
spatially smoothedwith aGaussian kernel at 2 and 6mm full-width-half-
maximum, respectively.
Resting-state network analysis. Independent RSN analyses were con-
ducted on monkey and human fMRI datasets. Spatial ICA, a technique
Table 1. RSNs inmonkeys and humans
Code Description Consistency Task-related fMRI study Resting-state fMRI study
Human RSNs
RSN h1 Parafoveal visual 24/24 (Tootell et al., 1998) (Damoiseaux et al., 2006)
RSN h2 Ventral somatomotor 24/24 (Moulton et al., 2009) (Damoiseaux et al., 2006)
RSN h3 Medial prefrontal 22/24 (D’Argembeau et al., 2007) (Mantini et al., 2007)
RSN h4 Dorsal somatomotor 21/24 (Rao et al., 1995) (Fox et al., 2006b)
RSN h5 Right frontoparietal 21/24 (Koechlin et al., 1999) (Beckmann et al., 2005)
RSN h6 Peripheral visual 21/24 (Tootell et al., 1998) (Damoiseaux et al., 2006)
RSN h7 Dorsal attention 21/24 (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002) (Fox et al., 2006b)
RSN h8 Language 20/24 (Binder et al., 1997) (Hampson et al., 2002)
RSN h9 Early auditory 20/24 (Dhankhar et al., 1997) (Mantini et al., 2007)
RSN h10 Ventral attention 20/24 (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002) (Fox et al., 2006a)
RSN h11 Left frontoparietal 19/24 (Koechlin et al., 1999) (Beckmann et al., 2005)
RSN h12 Default mode 19/24 (Laird et al., 2009) (Fox et al., 2005)
RSN h13 Lateral prefrontal 18/24 (Braver et al., 1997) (Beckmann et al., 2005)
RSN h14 Cingulo-insular 18/24 (Dosenbach et al., 2006) (Dosenbach et al., 2007)
Monkey RSNs
RSNm1 Ventral somatomotor 4/4 (Moeller et al., 2009)
RSN m2 — 4/4 — —
RSNm3 Dorsal somatomotor 4/4 (Moeller et al., 2009) (Hutchison et al., 2011)
RSN m4 — 4/4 — —
RSNm5 Peripheral visual 4/4 (Brewer et al., 2002) (Vincent et al., 2007)
RSN m6 Parafoveal visual 4/4 (Brewer et al., 2002) (Vincent et al., 2007)
RSN m7 Dorsal attention 4/4 (Wardak et al., 2010) (Vincent et al., 2007)
RSN m8 — 3/4 — —
RSNm9 — 3/4 — —
RSNm10 — 3/4 — —
RSNm11 Default mode 3/4 (Mantini et al., 2011) (Hutchison et al., 2011)
RSN m12 Early auditory 3/4 (Petkov et al., 2006) (Hutchison et al., 2011)
We defined RSNs in the two species bymeans of ICA. The consistency of each RSN across subjects is indicated.We spatially compared the RSNmapswith those published in previous resting-state and task-related fMRI. Whenever available,
selected bibliographic references are also provided.
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Figure 4. Spatial clustering ofmonkey and humanRSNs. Among the 15 clusters detected, 11 contained RSNs of both species (spanning sensory-motor and associative regions). In addition, three
clusters were composed of one human RSN and one cluster consisting of one monkey RSN.
Table 2. Robustness of the spatial clustering betweenmonkey and human RSNs
Cluster description Human RSN Monkey RSN Intracluster correlation Extracluster correlation Clustering reliability
Ventral somatomotor (C1) RSN h2 RSNm1 r 0.66 r 0.07 p 0.001
Dorsal somatomotor (C14) RSN h4 RSNm3 r 0.64 r 0.05 p 0.001
Parafoveal visual (C5) RSN h1 RSNm6 r 0.38 r 0.07 p 0.001
Peripheral visual (C6) RSN h6 RSNm5 r 0.52 r 0.06 p 0.001
Early auditory (C2) RSN h9 RSNm12 r 0.24 r 0.09 p 0.022
Ventral attention (C3) RSN h10 RSNm8 r 0.29 r 0.09 p 0.003
Medial prefrontal (C7) RSN h3 RSNm10 r 0.41 r 0.07 p 0.001
Dorsal attention (C10) RSN h7 RSNm7 r 0.22 r 0.08 p 0.032
Default mode (C11) RSN h12 RSNm11 r 0.24 r 0.08 p 0.022
Lateral prefrontal (C12) RSN h13 RSNm2 r 0.23 r 0.07 p 0.026
Language (C13) RSN h8 RSNm9 r 0.37 r 0.07 p 0.001
Left frontoparietal (C4) RSN h11 — — r 0.07 —
Right frontoparietal (C9) RSN h5 — — r 0.07 —
Cingulo-insular (C15) RSN h14 — — r 0.08 —
Putamen (C8) — RSNm4 — r 0.06 —
For each cluster, we separately grouped the spatial correlations between the RSNs inside the cluster (intracluster correlations) and those between the RSNs of that cluster and all other RSNs (extracluster correlations). By averaging the
correlations in these two groups, we defined representative intracluster and extracluster correlations, respectively (see Materials and Methods). Furthermore, we estimated the clustering reliability by means of a Mann–Whitney test
between the correlations in the two groups.
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that extracts maximally independent patterns of coherent fMRI activity
(Calhoun et al., 2001), was applied to each single dataset by means of the
GIFT toolbox (http://icatb.sourceforge.net). The estimation of the num-
ber of independent components (ICs) was performed using the mini-
mum description length criterion (Calhoun et al., 2001). After reduction
of dimensionality bymeans of principal component analysis (accounting
for at least 99.9% explained variance), ICs were retrieved bymeans of the
FastICA algorithm, with a deflation approach and hyperbolic tangent
(tanh) nonlinearity (Esposito et al., 2005). Each fMRI IC consisted of a
waveform and a spatial map: the waveform corresponded to the time
course of the specific pattern whereas the intensity of this activity across
voxels was expressed by the associated spatial map. To display voxels
Figure 5. Clusters with monkey and human RSNs in sensory-motor regions. Among the 11 clusters containing RSNs of both species, 5 clusters encompassed sensory-motor regions. These were
labeled as follows: (a) ventral somatomotor, (b) dorsal somatomotor, (c) parafoveal visual, (d) peripheral visual, and (e) early auditory. The maps of the constituent monkey and human RSNs
(threshold at Z 2) are represented in sagittal, coronal, and axial views over an anatomical template of the respective species.
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contributing most strongly to a particular IC
and to allow intersubject comparison, the in-
tensity values in each map were scaled to
Z-scores. To extend the ICA analysis from sin-
gle to multiple datasets, the self-organizing
group ICA (sogICA) method (Esposito et al.,
2005) was used to sort the ICs extracted from
different fMRI datasets and subsequently to av-
erage them to generate a single IC dataset.
SogICA was applied according to a two-stage
procedure: first to IC datasets from the same
subject for the creation of a representative
single-subject IC dataset (within-subject anal-
ysis), and then to single-subject IC datasets for
the creation of a group-level IC dataset (across-
subject analysis). For each sogICA procedure,
the IC clusters with relative consistencies
50% or that were spatially correlated at
r 0.20 with white matter or CSF patterns (as
available in SPM5.0) were excluded from fur-
ther analyses. The IC clusters obtained at the sec-
ond level of sogICA were classified as resting-state
networks. The RSN maps were represented in the
volume space or in the surface space. The conver-
sion from volumes to surfaces was performed
with Caret 5.61 (http://brainvis.wustl.edu/
wiki/index.php/Caret:Download) (Van
Essen and Dierker, 2007; Van Essen, 2012).
Topological correspondence between monkey
and human networks.To determine spatial cor-
respondences between the RSNs in monkeys
and humans, we applied a monkey-to-human cortical deformation pro-
cedure to the monkey data based on anatomical landmarks (Van Essen
andDierker, 2007) and we performed hierarchical cluster analysis on the
entire set of monkey and human RSNs in common space (Fig. 1). To
characterize the clustering, we used the spatial correlation as a simi-
larity metric and used the average linkage function. After the creation
of the dendrogram, we selected the cutoff value for the graph yielding
the maximum number of clusters with one monkey and one human
RSN. This resulted in the definition of single- or two-element clus-
ters. The former contained either a monkey or a human RSN with no
correspondent detected in the other species; the latter contained
RSNs putatively corresponding between species. To characterize the
reliability of each cluster, we grouped the spatial correlations between
the RSNs inside the cluster (intracluster correlations) and those be-
tween the RSNs of the cluster and all other RSNs (extracluster corre-
lations). We statistically compared intracluster and extracluster
correlations by means of the Mann–Whitney test, thus obtaining a
quantitative measure of the cluster reliability.
Interspecies activity correlation between networks.The procedure for the
detection of temporal correlations between fMRI responses in different
species has been extensively described elsewhere (Mantini et al., 2012b).
What follows is a summary of the analysis steps.
We convolved the monkey and human fMRI time courses with a ca-
nonical human or monkey hemodynamic response function, respec-
tively, to allow for different hemodynamic peak delays and spectral
contents. We calculated a representative time course for each RSN in
each subject by averaging the signals across the voxels of the networkmap
(threshold at Z  2). To estimate the relative contribution of stimulus-
driven activity, we calculated temporal correlations of RSN time courses
across subjects, or intersubject correlationwithin a species (Hasson et al.,
2004; Mantini et al., 2012b). To calculate their statistical significance
while controlling for signal autocorrelation, we used a nonparametric
approach based on permutation testing with 10,000 iterations, based on
surrogate time courses with a similar spectrum and value distribution
(Schreiber and Schmitz, 1996). Subsequently, we selected the monkey
and human RSNs with significant stimulus-driven activity and con-
structed a unique RSN time course for each of them by averaging the
corresponding single-subject time courses. This allowed us to maxi-
mize the relative contribution of the stimulus-evoked responses
above spontaneous activity. Next, we examined the similarity of RSN
time courses within each species by means of hierarchical clustering
(Bartels and Zeki, 2005). This allowed us to directly compare hierar-
chical similarities across species on a functional basis. By using the
RSN time courses, we also performed an interspecies activity correla-
tion (ISAC) analyses. For each human RSN, we calculated correla-
tions among non-conspecific voxels to reveal regions displaying
similar functional processing activity in a spatially unconstrained
manner (Mantini et al., 2012b). Furthermore, we computed a matrix
of partial correlations between monkey and human RSN time courses
to delineate similarities in the stimulus-related responses. Again, we
estimated the statistical significances of interspecies correlations by
permutation testing, following the same nonparametrical approach
used for intersubject correlations. We did not apply corrections for
multiple comparisons on the probabilities associated with partial cor-
relations; however, our partial-correlation approach minimized the
detection of false significant correlations arising from indirect tem-
poral similarities with other networks. To verify the robustness of our
results, we divided the movie fMRI data into three parts, each corre-
sponding to a movie clip. For each individual part, we repeated the
statistical analysis described above, and then assessed the consistency
of significant correlations across movie clips.
Topological and functional correspondence between monkey and hu-
man networks. After independently assessing putative topological and
functional correspondences across monkey and human networks, we
examined whether any relationship existed between the two. We cal-
culated all pairwise spatial correlations between each human RSN and
the monkey RSNs, then selected the highest correlation as an index of
topographical correspondence. We used exactly the same procedure
to assess the functional correspondence using the ISAC correlations
between each human RSN and all monkey RSNs. This approach al-
lowed us to characterize in better detail the human networks showing
high topological and functional correspondences (supposedly con-
served across evolution) from other cases in which relatively low
Figure6. Topologically correspondingmonkey andhumanRSNs in sensory-motor regions. The constituent (a)monkey and (b)
human RSNs belonging to the five clusters encompassing sensory-motor regions are represented with different colors over flat-
tened cortical surfaces of their respective species (threshold at Z 2).
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topological correspondence or functional correspondence had been
observed. At a more speculative level, human networks with little
interspecies correspondence with respect to both domains might be
evolutionarily novel, whereas networks with high topological but low
functional correspondence might indicate functional redeployment.
Results
RSNs in macaques and humans
During resting-state scanning, the fixation rate averaged 93.3 and
92.6% in human and nonhuman subjects, respectively. The
Figure 7. Clusters with monkey and human RSNs in associative regions. Among the 11 clusters containing RSNs of both species, 6 clusters encompassed associative regions. These were labeled
as follows: (a) ventral attention, (b) medial prefrontal, (c) dorsal attention, (d) default-mode, (e) lateral prefrontal, and (f ) language. The maps of the constituent monkey and human RSNs
(threshold at Z 2) are represented in sagittal, coronal, and axial views over an anatomical template of the respective species.
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human-subject fixation rate was similar
between runs (paired t test, t(46) 1.3, p
0.199). The four monkeys showed a more
variable, but still high, fixation rate within
runs, ranging between 90.6 and 96.3%
(one-way ANOVA, F(3,76)  5.769, p 
0.001). Furthermore, we detected no sig-
nificant differences in fixation rates be-
tween the groups ofmonkeys and humans
(unpaired t test, t(126) 0.831, p 0.407).
By using ICA on the resting-state fMRI
data, we identified 12 monkey and 14 hu-
man RSNs. With the exception of one
subcortical monkey network, all RSNs
comprised distinct regions of the cortex,
in both monkeys and humans (Figs. 2, 3).
A limited portion of the cortex, including
inferior temporolateral and ventrolateral
prefrontal regions, was only partially in-
cluded within the RSNs. The RSNs were
for the most part consistent, and were
present in at least 75% of the subjects (see
Table 1 for details).We tentatively labeled
these networks using information from
previous studies (Table 1). We observed
that the RSNs in humans mostly corre-
sponded to those reported in the litera-
ture. In some cases, our ICA method
yielded a finer parcellation of cortical net-
works than reported in previous studies. For example, we re-
trieved two visual networks, one parafoveal and one peripheral
(Damoiseaux et al., 2006), that are typically revealed by eccentric-
ity maps in retinotopic mapping studies (Kolster et al., 2009,
2010), while a single visual network in the occipital cortex is often
reported in resting-state studies (Lowe et al., 1998; Mantini et al.,
2007; van den Heuvel et al., 2009). In contrast to human RSNs,
very limited knowledge concerning the topology of RSNs in
awake, resting macaques is currently available (Moeller et al.,
2009). Overall, however, our RSNs showed a high degree of spa-
tial correspondence with monkey networks in the anesthetized
state (Vincent et al., 2007; Hutchison et al., 2011), suggesting that
network topology reflects, at least to some extent, the underlying
structural architecture of the brain (Skudlarski et al., 2008).
Topological correspondence betweenmonkey and
human networks
We performed a spatial clustering analysis of RSN maps (Fig. 1),
to define clusters of activity belonging to corresponding RSNs in
the two species, as well as clusters belonging to a monkey or
human RSN, with no counterpart in the other species. Accord-
ingly, the criterion for belonging to a cluster did not allow two or
more humanRSNs to correspond to a singlemonkeyRSN, or vice
versa. The spatial clustering ofmonkey andhumanRSNs resulted
in the definition of 15 clusters in total (Fig. 4). Of these, 11 con-
tained spatially corresponding RSNs in the two species (Table 2).
Five of these 11 clusters comprised early auditory, visual, and
somatomotor regions, and showed striking topological interspe-
cies similarities (Figs. 5, 6). The visual systems of both humans
and monkeys were divided into two RSNs corresponding to the
parafoveal and the more peripheral visual field representations
(Orban et al., 2004; Fig. 6). For both species, the somatomotor
networks were also partitioned into dorsal and ventral subdivi-
sions (Graziano, 2006; Fig. 6). Overall, the clusters including
these RSNs were highly consistent and characterized by high in-
tracluster correlations (Table 2).
The remaining six clusters spanned higher-order sensory and
associative cortical regions (Figs. 7, 8). Among these RSNs, the
default-mode (Vincent et al., 2007; Laird et al., 2009; Mantini et
al., 2011) and the dorsal attention network (Corbetta and Shul-
man, 2002; Vincent et al., 2007) have already been described in
both species (Fig. 7c,d). Two other monkey–human clusters in-
cluded topologically corresponding medial and lateral prefrontal
networks (Fig. 7b,e), respectively, consistent with earlier pro-
posed functional-anatomic subdivisions of the primate frontal
cortex (Rushworth et al., 2011). On the other hand, we found
other human RSNs clustered with monkey RSNs for which little
or no information is available. The spatial clustering approach
revealed particularly well the monkey correspondents for human
ventral attention (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002) and language
networks (Price, 2000; Fig. 7a,f). Interestingly, not all the constit-
uent areas of the human RSNs were present in the monkey RSN
belonging to the same cluster. For example, we observed the ven-
trolateral prefrontal cortex in the human language network and
in its putative monkey correspondent, whereas temporal areas
weremuchmore closely integrated into the human language net-
work (Figs. 7f, 8). Also, while the human ventral attention net-
work included mainly the temporoparietal junction and the
inferior frontal gyrus in the right hemisphere, its putative mon-
key correspondent included only the right temporoparietal cor-
tex, but no frontal region (Figs. 7a, 8).
Our cluster analysis also produced one monkey-specific and
three human-specific clusters (Fig. 9). Themonkey-specific clus-
ter was composed of a monkey subcortical network, mainly in-
cluding caudate and putamen. The human networks with no
topological counterparts in the monkey were located in cortical
regions having larger than average cortical expansions (Striedter,
2002; Van Essen and Dierker, 2007; Fig. 10). Of these, two were
Figure 8. Topologically corresponding monkey and human RSNs in associative regions. The constituent (a) monkey and (b)
human RSNs belonging to the six clusters comprising associative regions are represented with different colors over the flattened
cortical surfaces of their respective species (threshold at Z 2).
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largely symmetrical to one another and encompassed portions of
prefrontal and parietal cortex, such as the middle frontal gyrus,
the inferior operculum, and the horizontal segment of the intra-
parietal sulcus (Figs. 9a,b, 10a). The third human-specific net-
work was bilateral, and mainly included
the anterior insula and the dorsal anterior
cingulate (Figs. 9c, 10a).
Functional correspondence between
monkey and human networks
After identifying the networks that are to-
pologically correspondent between spe-
cies, we ascertained the degree of
similarity in their functional responses.
We also examined whether networks
found only in the human might have
functionally similar counterparts, but
located at different cortical sites in the
monkey. First, we calculated intersub-
ject correlations (Hasson et al., 2004;
Mantini et al., 2012b) to test for the
presence of consistent stimulus-evoked
fMRI responses (p  0.001). Although
the comprehension of the movie is not
comparable between monkeys and hu-
mans (Passingham, 2009; Shepherd et
al., 2010), this analysis showed that all
12 monkey and 14 human networks
were effectively driven by the stimuli
(see Table 3 for details). Following the
ISAC approach (Mantini et al., 2012b),
we corrected the monkey and human
network time courses for the difference
in the hemodynamic response, and
compared the resulting signals between
species.
We first examined similarities in RSN
time courses of monkeys and of humans,
as measured by canonical correlations.
We conducted a hierarchical clustering
analysis separately on the human and
monkey data, which revealed patterns of
functional interactions between networks
during natural vision and provided a
means to qualitatively and indirectly com-
pare cortical networks in the two species.
The resulting dendrograms showed a
number of converging features between
monkeys and humans (Fig. 11). For in-
stance, parafoveal and peripheral visual
networks displayed similar time courses,
as well as dorsal and ventral attention net-
works, and dorsal and ventral somatomo-
tor networks. Also, the default-mode
network was coupled with frontal net-
works in both monkeys and humans. On
the other hand, the hierarchical clustering
analysis suggested that the processing of
the stimuli may not be entirely identical
between species. For example, the visual
networks were functionally related to the
attention networks more in monkeys
than in humans. Also, the human lan-
guage and ventral somatomotor networks showed largely
dissimilar time courses, whereas their topographically corre-
spondent networks in the monkey were quite strongly cou-
pled. These results suggested that some cortical networks may
Figure 9. Clusters containing a single human or a single monkey RSN. The three clusters that contained only one human RSN
were labeled as follows: (a) left frontoparietal, (b) right frontoparietal, and (c) cingulo-insular. d, An additional single-element
cluster contained a subcorticalmonkey RSN, consistingmainly of caudate and putamen. Themaps of themonkey and humanRSNs
(thresholded at Z 2) are represented in coronal views over an anatomical template of the respective species.
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be functionally similar between mon-
keys and humans, while others may not.
To directly test for this possibility, we
used the ISAC approach and quantified
functional correspondences between
cortical networks in the two species.
Unlike our previous ISAC studies
(Mantini et al., 2012a,b), we calculated
partial correlations, rather than canon-
ical correlations, to control for the ef-
fects of interactions across networks in
the same species (Fig. 11). For illustra-
tive purposes, we have extracted the
time courses from three selected net-
works in both species (foveal visual, pe-
ripheral visual, and early auditory) and
we have directly compared the matrices
containing canonical and partial corre-
lations, respectively (Fig. 12). We used
permutation testing (see Materials and
Methods) to evaluate the significance of
the partial correlations (p  0.05), to
determine whether human networks
had reliable functional correspondents
in the monkey. This functional analysis
revealed that the parafoveal and the pe-
ripheral visual, the early auditory, the
ventral somatomotor, and the ventral
attention networks exhibited consistent
temporal correlation with their topo-
logical correspondent in the monkey
(Fig. 13). The response of the human auditory network also
had slight temporal similarity with that of the monkey lan-
guage network, which reached significance (p 0.05) in only
one out of three movie blocks. Among the other human net-
works having a topological correspondent in the monkey, the
dorsal somatomotor, the language, the medial prefrontal, and
the lateral prefrontal networks showed no similarity in the
interspecies functional responses, whereas the responses of the
dorsal attention and the default mode networks were signifi-
cantly correlated between species (p  0.05) for only one
movie clip. Finally, the two human-specific frontoparietal net-
works showed functional signatures completely distinct from
anymonkey network, whereas the human cingulo-insular net-
work was significantly correlated with the ventral somatomo-
tor network in macaques in one out of the three movie clips
(Fig. 13). Theoretically, it could be possible that functional
equivalents of the two human frontoparietal and the cingulo-
insular networks exist in the monkey, but that they were
missed by our ISAC analysis because the latter was restricted to
the cortical territory covered by the ICA-based RSNs. To test
this possibility, we performed a seed-based ISAC analysis, cor-
relating the average time courses in the human-specific RSNs
across non-conspecific voxels. This analysis revealed no voxels
in the monkey showing significant correlation (q 0.05) with
any of the human frontoparietal and the cingulo-insular net-
works, further supporting the concept that these networks are
human specific.
Assessing topological and functional correspondences
between species
The distinction between human networks with and without
monkey correspondents should not be taken as absolute, be-
cause interspecies correspondences are measured by correla-
tions on a continuous scale. We therefore quantified the
degree of correspondence, based on a combination of spatial
and temporal measures, of each human network with all mon-
key networks (Fig. 14). Networks located in the upper right
corner in this figure were topographically and functionally
very similar between species, whereas those in the lower left
corner were more dissimilar. We observed that the visual net-
works and the ventral somatomotor network were topologi-
cally and functionally similar between species; conversely,
similarities in the attention networks and the auditory net-
works were less marked. The human dorsal somatomotor net-
Figure 10. Human RSNs without topological correspondent in the monkey. a, The flat maps of frontoparietal and cingulo-
insular RSNs are shownalongwith theborders of selectedbrain areas.b, Theborders of thehuman-specific RSNs are superimposed
on a map showing the ratio of monkey-to-human cortical surface expansion, adapted from Van Essen and Dierker (2007). aI,
anterior insula; dACC, dorsal anterior cingulate; hIPS, horizontal segment of the intraparietal sulcus; IFO, inferior operculum;MFG,
middle frontal gyrus.










Ventral somatomotor (C1) RSN h2 r 0.27 RSNm1 r 0.22
Dorsal somatomotor (C14) RSN h4 r 0.27 RSNm3 r 0.17
Parafoveal visual (C5) RSN h1 r 0.52 RSNm6 r 0.58
Peripheral visual (C6) RSN h6 r 0.52 RSNm5 r 0.64
Early auditory (C2) RSN h9 r 0.62 RSNm12 r 0.22
Ventral attention (C3) RSN h10 r 0.38 RSNm8 r 0.22
Medial prefrontal (C7) RSN h3 r 0.21 RSNm10 r 0.15
Dorsal attention (C10) RSN h7 r 0.40 RSNm7 r 0.64
Default mode (C11) RSN h12 r 0.31 RSNm11 r 0.44
Lateral prefrontal (C12) RSN h13 r 0.19 RSNm2 r 0.31
Language (C13) RSN h8 r 0.44 RSNm9 r 0.20
Left frontoparietal (C4) RSN h11 r 0.26 — —
Right frontoparietal (C9) RSN h5 r 0.28 — —
Cingulo-insular (C15) RSN h14 r 0.22 — —
Putamen (C8) — — RSNm4 r 0.16
All networks showed significant intersubject correlations across subjects (permutation testing, p 0.001), sug-
gesting the presence of substantial stimulus-related activity.
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work showed high spatial correlation with a monkey network
encompassing topologically corresponding regions; yet, its
functional responses were not similar to those of any monkey
network. Finally, the medial and lateral prefrontal networks
and the default-mode network, spanning portions of the cor-
tex to which substantial evolution-driven reorganizations
have been attributed (Ongu¨r et al., 2003), showed the least
functional similarities between monkeys and humans.
Discussion
Abasic challenge in comparative neuroscience is to develop com-
prehensive models explaining topological and functional reorga-
nizations in the brain that have occurred during evolution.
Previous studies focused on structural changes, particularly with
regard to overall brain size and cortical surface areas of different
regions, as well as their microstructure and structural connec-
tions (Krubitzer, 2007; Kaas, 2012). In turn, comparative neuro-
imaging studies mapped brain areas responsible for the same
perceptual or cognitive function in different primate species (Na-
kahara et al., 2002; Vanduffel et al., 2002; Orban et al., 2004; Tsao
et al., 2008; Pinsk et al., 2009) to evaluate functional correspon-
dences in specific portions of the cortex.
The present study has, for the first time, used a combined
topological and functional comparative approach to investigate
which, and to what degree, cortical networks may have under-
gone evolution-driven reorganization. In particular, we evalu-
ated the presence of possible novel networks in humans, which
most likely result from evolutionary changes related to cortical
surface expansion (Sherwood et al., 2008), and of redeployed
networks, which are structurally similar across species but carry
out at least partially different functions (Fitch, 2011).
To address this question, we developed an integrated frame-
work in which both topological and functional similarities be-
tween monkey and human brains were assessed at the network
level rather than at the area level, merging different lines of evi-
dence from previous studies (Orban et al., 2004; Krubitzer, 2007;
Van Essen and Dierker, 2007; Allman et al., 2010; Mars et al.,
2011). To define monkey and human networks in a task-
independent manner, we used ICA on resting-state fMRI data.
This represents an important distinction compared with our pre-
vious studies, in which we used ICA only on natural vision data
(Mantini et al., 2012a). ICA is a data-driven method that sepa-
rates independent spatiotemporal patterns of brain activity (Bar-
tels and Zeki, 2005), with no prior knowledge about waveform
and/or spatial distribution. Voxels belonging to a given ICA pat-
tern have higher temporal correlations among themselves than
with voxels belonging to other patterns. For these reasons, ICA
permits us to delineate RSNs in an unbiased manner, and in
particular obviates the need to use a seed for functional connec-
tivity analysis (Beckmann et al., 2005). In face of this method-
ological advantage, a number of limitations should be
considered. In resting-state fMRI studies based on ICA, there is
uncertainty about the precise number of RSNs that can be iden-
tified, the exact topology of the sameRSN is not always consistent
across experiments, and the full set on RSNs does not cover the
whole cortex. Furthermore, the ICA decomposition of fMRI data
is designed to detect networks of areas rather than single areas,
the investigation of which goes beyond the scope of the present
study.
To assess the topological correspondence of RSNs between
species, we used a cortical surface expansion model defined on a
set of monkey and human landmarks (Van Essen and Dierker,
2007). This model was used by our study to warp the monkey
RSNs to human space. It should be acknowledged that its accu-
racy may vary across the cortex, being less precise at greater dis-
tances from landmark regions. We ensured, however, that this
Figure 11. Hierarchical functional relationships between cortical networks ofmonkeys and humans during natural vision. A clustering algorithmwas used to group the time courses of the RSNs
in each of the two species, using the temporal correlation as similarity metric. a, Dendrogram representing functional relationships between humans RSNs. b, Dendrogram representing functional
relationships between monkey RSNs.
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variability had no direct impact on our results: the spatial corre-
spondences between monkey and human networks were always
well defined (Table 2), i.e., networks in one species never corre-
lated substantially with more than one network in the other spe-
cies (Figs. 6, 8).
As a final step in our comparative analysis, we used the ISAC
approach (Mantini et al., 2012a,b) to assess putative functional
similarities between monkey and human networks. We analyzed
natural vision fMRI data and we specifically measured the corre-
lation between their sensory-driven responses. It is important to
consider that a lack of interspecies functional similarities may
result from the fact that the significance of some movie events
that drive fMRI activity is different for monkeys and humans
(Shepherd et al., 2010). This potential limitation did not prevent
us from finding functionally similar responses for several topo-
logically corresponding networks in the two species, but might
have led to an underestimation of the interspecies functional
correspondences.
Overall, our findings are consistent with the general idea that
sensory, motor, and attention capacities are evolutionarily old
and generally well developed in monkeys (Corbetta and Shul-
man, 2002; Orban et al., 2004; Graziano, 2006; Passingham,
2009). Significantly, we found the human ventral attention net-
work (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002) to have a topological and
functional equivalent in the macaque (Figs. 7a, 13). This result is
in line with the existence of an inferior parietal network in the
monkey dedicated to attentional reorienting, as thus far sug-
gested only by neurophysiological studies (Steinmetz and Con-
stantinidis, 1995). Notably, the similarity between the dorsal
somatomotor networks of the two species and also between dor-
sal attention networks was lower than we expected. The lack of
any significant functional correspondence between the dorsal so-
matomotor networks (Fig. 5b) of the two species, a network ded-
icated mainly to the control of foot and lower limbs, may be
related to bipedalism in humans but not in monkeys. As for the
dorsal attention network, the relatively low functional corre-
spondence between species may partly result from the limited
understanding of movie events that monkeys possess compared
with humans (Mantini et al., 2012a,b).
Our data are consistent with a parallel progression of cortical
expansion and functional redeployment during evolution, and
suggest that changes in brain anatomy and functionwere strongly
Figure 12. Functional responses ofmonkey and human networks.We have selected three pairs of networks (parafoveal visual, peripheral visual, and early auditory) with relatively large evoked
activities in the two species to illustrate in detail the effect of using partial correlations rather than canonical correlations.a, Activity time courses of the six networks used as input for the interspecies
correlation analysis. b, c, Canonical and partial correlations matrices showing the similarities between the network time courses in the two species. Significant values, assessed by means of
permutation testing ( p 0.05), are marked with stars. It can be noted that the partial correlations are generally smaller then canonical correlations, but likely to be more specific, as significant
values are found only between topologically corresponding networks.
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coupled. According to the cortical expansion theory, novel net-
works emerged during primate evolution in specific frontal and
parietal regions, where the cortical sheet experienced the greatest
enlargement (Sherwood et al., 2008; Van Essen et al., 2012). Our
analysis provided evidence for two novel, lateralized frontopari-
etal networks in humans not found inmonkeys (Fig. 9a,b). Clus-
ter analysis onRSNmaps revealed that the
spatial patterns of these networks did not
match that of any monkey RSN. Second,
the ISAC analyses showed their functional
responses in the present natural vision ex-
periment to be species specific. Of course,
a negative finding needs to be considered
cautiously, since future functional tests
might yet reveal similarities between the
functional responses of these human net-
works and networks in themonkey. Other
lines of evidence, however, support the
concept that the two human frontoparie-
tal networks may be evolutionarily novel.
They have been implicated in behavioral
control and human intelligence (Duncan
et al., 2000), and in various forms of pro-
cedural and abstract reasoning in the left
and right hemisphere, respectively (De-
haene et al., 2003). These skills are pre-
sumably human specific (Passingham,
2009) and are, for example, crucial for
tool use (Frey, 2008) andmaking logic in-
ferences (Dehaene et al., 2003), respec-
tively. Furthermore, they are located in
brain regions with the largest cortical sur-
face expansions (Van Essen and Dierker,
2007) and are characterized by different
connectional properties compared with
the monkey (Mars et al., 2011). These
changes may underlie the acquisition of
novel cognitive abilities during evolution
(Duncan et al., 2000; Dehaene et al.,
2003).
The detection of humannetworkswith
topological but not functional correspon-
dents in the monkey may lend support to
the redeployment theory, according to
which pre-existing networks have been
repurposed during evolution to carry out
new functions (Anderson, 2010; Fitch,
2011). The finding that the neuronal cir-
cuitry of the language network (Fig. 7f)
may have been redeployed (Fitch, 2011) is
corroborated by the existence in ma-
caques and chimpanzees of precursors of
the arcuate fasciculus (Rilling et al., 2008),
the white matter fiber tract involved in
human language. Also the default-mode
network (Fig. 7d) and the medial and lat-
eral prefrontal networks (Fig. 7b,e) may
have been redeployed. For instance, it has
been proposed that the default-mode net-
work has expanded its functions in sup-
port of spontaneous cognition (Mantini
et al., 2011; Pearson et al., 2011; Stawarc-
zyk et al., 2011). However, the possibility
should be considered that interspecies differences in functional
responsesmay also be driven by the fact thatmonkeys are actively
rewarded during the experimentwhile humans are not, ormay be
due to differences in the perceptions of themovie clips by the two
species. Hence, as has been argued above, additional functional
tests are warranted to corroborate the present findings. Never-
Figure 13. Consistency of significant functional responses between monkey and human networks. Partial correlations were
calculated using the ISAC approach on natural vision fMRI data, independently for each movie clip. The three resulting matrices
were binarized (threshold based on permutation testing, p 0.05) and summed to represent the consistency of significant
functional responses.
Figure14. Topological and functional correspondenceof humannetworks comparedwithmonkeynetworks. These correspon-
dences weremeasured, for each human network, as themaximum spatial and temporal correlations, respectively, acrossmonkey
networks.
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theless it is important to note that in the present natural vision
experiment, all networks showed significant intersubject correla-
tion within a species (Table 3), which indicates they were all
involved in the processing of the stimuli.
In summary, we have compared the spatial structures of brain
networks in humans andmonkeys and have examined their func-
tional signatures to establish similarities and differences. Impor-
tantly, we have provided evidence for cortical networks that were
evolutionarily conserved, and for networks putatively involved
in topological and functional reorganizations during primate
evolution. Our results suggest the coalescence of different reor-
ganization mechanisms, including the functional reuse of pre-
existing networks and the development of novel networks in
cortical regions with the greatest anatomical expansion. Our
framework for investigating topological and functional corre-
spondences between cortical networks in primate species, com-
plemented with comparative behavioral studies, may shed light
on how human-specific cognitive abilities emerged.
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